INTRODUCTION
The most demanding requirement for future FELs in the x-ray regime [2, 31 is the generation of a sufficiently small transverse electron emittance. To mitigate this problem, ideas have been proposed to 'condition' an electron beam by increasing each particle's energy in proportion to the square of its betatron amplitude [l, 41. This conditioning enhances E L gain by reducing the axial velocity spread within the electron bunch. We present a new conditioning scheme using solenoid magnets, which looks promising.
But a strong head-tail focusing variation arises, as in [I].
We quantify the resulting 'projected' (bunch-length integrated) emittance growth, relating it directly to the FEL parameters. We then present a general symplectic beam conditioner and show the unavoidable relation between conditioning and projected transverse emittance growth.
FEL BEAM CONDITIONING
Electron beam conditioning, as proposed in [l], increases each particle's energy in proportion to the square of its betatron amplitude. A particle with high energy travels a shorter path in an undulator (increased mean axial velocity), while a large betatron amplitude delays a particle by lengthening its path through the undulator where a, , ( << 6,) is the non-conditioned component of the particle's relative energy deviation, 7" is the electron energy in the undulator (in units of rest mass), E N ( = yyc) is the normalized rms transverse emittance (equal in x and y), flu(= P, = 0,) is the constant bela-function in the undulator, A, is the undulator period, A, is the FEL radiation wavelength, and T is the invariant normalized 4D betatron amplitude of the particle, The betatron amplitude, T , is expressed in terms of a particle's transverse positions, x and y, and angles, x' and y ' .
with natural focusing where a, = a, = 0. A conditioner beamline is designed to imprint this 6, -r 2 correlation within the electron bunch, with coefficient given in Eq. (1). 
A ONE-PHASE SOLENOID CONDITIONER
As an example conditioner, and to show the limitations of conditioners, we describe here a simplified system com@sed of a solenoid magnet and RF accelerating sections.
The conditioner is composed of a solenoid magnet sandwiched between two RF accelerating sections operated at opposing zero-crossing phases.~ (A similar idea was proposed at the end of reference [4] .) The first RF section 'chirps' the energy along the bunch, and the final section removes the chirp. The conditioning is generated in the solenoid by the delay of particles with large amplitudes in x and y. The solenoid strength is set U) produce a +I linear transfer matrix in 6D with the relation
is the solenoid length. B, is its axial magnetic field, and (Bp) is the standard magnetic rigidity (=pole). The particle coordinates within the bunch at the entrance to the systemare (xo,~b,y0,y~,z0,60),where60 Ap/po,andwe assume these variables are initially uncorrelated and have zero mean. For simplicity, we use a cylindrically symmetric beam with initial Twiss parameters: 0 , = 0, = p, and a, = a, = 0. The Twiss parameters are unchanged, to l"'-order, across the solenoid and across each 'thin' RF section. The electrons are assumed to be ultra-relativistic.
The first RF section changes the relative' energy devia- 
The mean values, 5 = (x), and 2 = (x') are zero since the initial coordinates are uncorrelated and have zero mean.
The correlation (xx') is zero for the same reasons, so the x-emittance after the solenoid is:
with similar relations in y and y'. The final energy devi- 
PE0
Two solenoids can also he used, separated by a r/2-transformer to condition both betatron phases, but here we simplify the description by considering only a one-phase conditioner.
The bunch-length coordinate, z, in Eqs. (4) also includes a non-linear distortion due to the solenoid delay of large amplitude particles. This can easily be removed, without changing the energy conditioning, by adding a four-dipole chicane with R 5 6 = l / h > 0, after the final RF section.
ENERGY CONDITIONING AND TRANSVERSE EMITTANCE GROWTH
The conditioning coefficient in Eq. (3) can be equated to that in Eq. ( 5 ) producing the conditioning requirement for the solenoid system where the solenoid-conditioner parameters are on the left side and the FEL parameters are on the right, and here we define the dimensionless conditioning coefficient, a. In the typical case of a short wavelength FEL, the conditioning parameter a is large, a >> 1, (see table below).
The chirp parameter, h, is related it to the rms relative energy spread in the solenoids by: 06% x Ihluza. showing a beta function for natural focusing, to he consistent with Eq. l), the relative emittance growth is extremely large at ez/ezO % 33. The parameters for the VISA FEL [71 are also included showing that conditioning may still be possible at longer wavelengths. This growth is actually an increase of the 'projected' transverse emittance integrated over the bunch length. The second line of Eq. (4) shows that the hunch head (to > 0) is de-focused (equating: kZLhzo = l/f), while the bunch tail (zo < 0) is focused.
With a chirped energy spread, the chromatic effects of the solenoid are equivalent to the effects of an RFquadrupole (RFQ). It is interesting to compare this result with that of reference [l] , where a completely different conditioner beamline, employing transverse RF cavities, produced an undesirable RFQ effect. In fact, as shown in the next section, FEL beam conditioning in a symplectic beamline always produces an undesirable RFQ-effect, which is extremely large for short wavelength FELs, as given in Eq. (9).
A GENERAL CONDITIONER
We will now show that the transverse emittance growth associated with conditioning is not related to the specific design outlined in the previous section, but is a general feature of any conditioner, and is due to the symplecticity of the map between the entrance to and exit from the We emphasize here that the same term in the symplectic map Eq. (16) that is responsible for the conditioning of the beam also introduces in Eq. (17) the transverse deflection that varies along the bunch. This also means that adding a system that 'fixes' this deflection downsbeam of the conditioner would inevitably remove the conditioning itself.
To calculate the emittance increase of the beam due to the conditioning we use Eq. 
CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated for a general one-phase wnditioner that a suong head.mil focusing variation always accompanies the energy conditioning correlation, and that this focusing variation is set solely by the FEL parameten. and not the conditioner. A two-phase conditioner is more complicated but does not qualitatively change the ar- 
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